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CONTRACT TITLE: The Collection of Statistics on the Frequency of Cloud Cover p
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NUMBER: N00014-87-K-0436 I
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and

Donald P. Wylie-- H
(608) 263-7458 P
Space Science and Engineering Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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~m CONTRACT MONITOR: Dr. P. F. Twitchell

STECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: To collect statistics on cloud cover and atmospheric
obstructions to lidar propagation.

~ APPROACH: We are using the GOES/VAS satellite for collecting statistics on
cloud cover. The VAS sensor on this satellite has 12 spectral channels which
can be used for defining the partially transmissive cirrus clouds. These
cirrus clouds have been confused with lower altitude opaque clouds in past P.
satellite studies. With the GOES/VAS system we are determining what
percentage of the cloud cover is partially transmissive. We have collected
1.75 years of data and are currently studying the geographic, seasonal and
temporal variations in cloud cover--both those that are transmissive and those
that are opaque to terrestrial radiation.

We are calibrating the satellite data with lidar data. The High Spectral
Resolution (HSRL) lidar measures the vertical profile of extinction of visible
lidar energy by clouds and other atmospheric obstructions. The extinction and
total optical depth measurements of the lidar are being compared to satellite 'W1
derived estimates of cloud emissivity and optical depth to calibrate the
satellite data so that geographical statistics of lidar attenuation can be
produced.

ACCOMPLISH-MENTS DURING FY 1987: In FY 1987 we completed 1.75 years of
satellite observations. We found that the probability of clouds opaque to
terrestrial radiation is approximately 45 percent. Partially transmissive
cirrus clouds were found 25 to 35 percent of the time and no clouds (clear
skies) were detected 20 to 25 percent of the time. The desert southwest had .
the least opaque cloud cover. Partially transmissive cirrus clouds also
varied geographically but the transmissive cirrus cloud cover was more uniform %
than the opaque cloud cover. Diurnal and seasonal variances in cloud cover
also were found and are discussed in the attached paper.

We are in the process of analyzing our lidar data. We have data on
clouds with optical depths from 0.01 to 1.0. Many details of the spatial ,

-structure of these clouds also have been revealed by the lidar data.
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Quantitative measurements of extinction and optical depth also have been made
of "invisible cirrus" clouds which can obstruct aircraft sensors.

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS: We have found that partially transmissive cirrus
clouds account for a large fraction of the cloud cover reported by other
studies. This class of cloud cover does not fully block observing systems or
energy propagation. With the lidar data we intend to provide radiative
transfer information so that the potential obscuration to sensors or energy
transmission systems can be predicted.

FUTURE EFFORTS: We intend to continue enlarging our satellite and lidar data
sets. More data are needed to produce accurate statistics. We have just
begun examining cloud radiative transfer data from the HSRL lidar. Lidar-
satellite comparisons will be made in the upcoming year.
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Figure 1. The temperature profile weighting function of radiance to space as a function of

emitting level for the VAS CO 2 spectral bande centered at 14.2, 34.0, and 13.3

microns. 4*
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In this equation, E is the cloud emissivity, r the surface pressure, P the cloud pressure. I

i Jp) the fractional transmittance of radiatign of frequency v emittedcfro. the atmosFheric

pressure level (p) arriving at the top of the atmosphere (p - 0), and Bv,T(p)) is the

Planck radiance of frequency v for temperature T(p). If the frequencies are close enough

together, then It 0 C,, and one has an expression by which the pressure of the cloud within

the field-of-viea 1FO can be specified. The left side of equation (1) is determined fror .

thr VAS observed radiances and clear air radiances provided fror spatial analyses of VAS

cl(pr-sky rad! srce otservations. The rioht sidc of ea;aticr. (1) is calculated fror a

ter; erature Frofile and the profiles of atn? rphric trarsrittence for the spectral charrels

or a function of P_, the cloud top pressure Idiscrete values at %50 mb intervals spanning

10000 to 100 vb ar used). In this study, global forecast terperature and moisture fields

fror the National Meteorological Center (NMC) are used. The optirur cloud top pressure is

determined when the absolute difference Iright (v l, v 2 ) - left Gv 1 , v2' Pc)I is a minimur.

Once a cloud height has been determined, an effective cloud amount (also referred to as

effective emissivity in this paper) can be evaluated from the infrared window channel data

using the relation

1(w) (cl(w)

C (2)

B1w. T(P I1 - W)l , ( c |  - ol( r.,

Here N is the fractional cloud cover within the FOV, NE the effective cloud amount, w

represents the window channel frequency, and B1w, T(Fc)] is the opaque cloud radiance.

Using the ratios of radiances of the three CO, spectral channels, three separate cloud

top pressures can be determined (14.2/14.0, 14.0 13.3, and 14.2/13.3). If (1 - I ) is

within the noise response of the instrument (-] mW r_3 - sr
- 

- c-), the resultg P is %

rejected. Using the infrared window and the three cloud top pressures, three effectiv4

cloud amount determinations are made. As described by Menzel (1963), the most representative

cloud height and arount are those that best satisfy the radiative transfer equation for the

ttree CO 2 channels.

If nc ratio of radiances can be reliably calculated because (0 - I_) is within the

instrument noise level, then a cloud top pressure is calculated directly from the VAS "
observed 11.2 cicron infrared-window channel brightness temperature and the temperature
profile. In this way, all clouds are assigned a cloud top pressure either by CO 2 or
infrared-window calculations.

The CO technique is independent of the fractional cloud cover; heights and effective

cloud amoants can be determined for partially cloudy FOVs. However, the CO technique sees

only the hiahest cloud and cannot resolve multi-layer clouds. Because the 4AS FOV qess
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resolution io coarse 414 ka for this work). very Small element clouds are difficult to
detect. Also, because the weighting functions for the VAS channels are broad, there is an
inherent lack of vertical resolution in the weasurements. Nonetheless, reliable cloud
statistics can be calculated with appropriate application of the technique.

Since October 1995, the VAF instrument on board GOES-East has been programmed to gather
sounding date over the United States at least twice daily (near 1200 GMT and 000 GMT) and as
often as four times daily (near 600, 3200. 1900, and 0000 GMT). The CO technique has been
applied to these data routinely. In this study, radiances for three FO~s were averaged for
cloud height and amount determinations (representing an area of 14 by 42 kr at the satellite
subpoint) at roughly 100 km spacing. Surface observations were used to adjust the global
forecast temperature and moisture fields. No adjustments for topography were made.
TransmittanceF were determined from line-by-line calculations with the spectral response I'

functions for the appropriate VAS channels.

3. VALIDATION

Quantitative comparisons are shown in Figure 2. The CO (or infrared window where
necessary for low clouds) cloud top pressures are shown wiih the determinations from
radiosondes. Cloud-top pressures are estimated fror 1200 or 0000 GMT radiosonde temperature
and dew point temperature profiles by noting where the dew point temperature profile becomes
much drier as it emerges from the cloud and hence indicates cloud-top pressure. Since the %
profile analysis is not always definitive, a reliable radiosonde cloud height determination I
is not always available, especially in cirrus clouds. VAS observations were usually within
30 minutes of the raobs and were gathered over a three month period. The range of VAS cloud
top pressures is from the four FOVs nearest to the radiosonde location. The VAS cloud top
pressures compare extremely well with the radiosonde determinations; they are within 40 mb
rms of each other. It should be noted that most of the height determinations below 600 mb
are infrared window calculations. Validation of the cirrus heights has been started by
corparing with lidar determinations. "
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Figure 2. VAS versus radiosonde cloud top pressures observed during winter 1985-86. MS'.
differences is 40 mb.i

4. 00EAN STATISTICS

Cloud cover is a highly variable phenomenon which depends heavily on the stormr tracks and%
vthrr weather ronditions. A statistical sumrjrary of all the cloud observations made fromr
October 19E5 through October 1967 are Fhowrn in Ta~le 1. They cover the area fromn 271 to
51'N latitude and 550 to 150hW longitude,. over 2.7 trillion observations were collected.
Th- clr~ud top pressure deter-minations were subdivided into ten vertical levels fror7 100 tn
tc; 1000 irt in each row of Table 1. High clouds above 300 mb comprised 11% of the
observations. 42% were between 300 mb and 900 frt. Low clouds below 800 mb were found 17%
c! the tire. Clear sky conditions, labelled as 1000 mtb, were found 301 of the time.

The effective cloud emissivities were subdivided into five intervals shown in each column
of Table 2. The right column contains the opaque or near opaque cloud observations. We %4
consider effective emrissivity observations greater than 0.95 to be opaque clouds since the
cloud top height derived from. equation (3) is very close to the height derived fromr the
window channel by itself. The other four columns separate the cloud height reports byPP
effective erissivities ranging from the thin low emissivity clouds on the left to theP
thick high emissivity clouds on the right.
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Fiavre 4. (A) The averaqe heights of the cirrus observations froir October 1985 throuqh
October 1987. (B) The seasonal change in the heights of the cirrus, winter ininus
summer.

TaLble 3. Average Frequ en of Cloud Observations for Four Time Periods Each Day
GC irrus Clouds Opaque Clouds Clear Sky

0028 %38 1 34 1
06 24 37 39
12 23 40 37
is 24 45 31

cnr-rrised 23 to 241 of the data for all times sam~pled *except at 00:00 G?0.T whern 261 were
found. clear sky observations had diurnal fluctuations similar to the opaque clouds
chanaing from 31% at 19:00 GMT to 39% at 06:00 GM'T. The largest diurnal changes were found
during the sumroer season.

Geographically, the largest diurnal changes in transrrissive cirrus observiations occurred I
along the Gulf coastal states and in the Rocky Mountains (see Figure 5). In the GA!I coast
and Colorado where cirrus cloud observations increased over the day, the opaque clcud
obsFervations decreased.

S. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This is a preliminary report of an ongoing study of cloud cover. Definitive conclusions
on cloud cover statistics imust wait until inore years of data and more analyses are
compiled. However, some interesting trends are emerging. The most obvious finding is the
height incidence of transmissive cirrus clouds. Cirrus clouds have been given little
attention in the past b>ecause they do not yield precipitation or damlaging weather, but they
have a large impact on atmospheric radiation.

%U



DIURAL CHANGE IN PROBABILITY OF CIRRUS ISUMMER)

Figure 5. Geographical distribution of the diurnal change in the probability of cirrus
observations (p.m. minus a.m.) for summer.

These cloud statistics for October 1985 through October 1967 indicate that transmissive
cirrus occur 25 to 351 of the time over the continental United States. Small seasonal and
diurnal changes in the frequency of cirrus clouds (about 5%) were not strongly connected
with those of opaque clouds (about 6%). This suggests that cirrus can be related to large
scale synoptic patterns and are not always directly related to other cloud types.
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Cloud cover statistics using VAS

D. P. Wylie and W. P. Mensel'

Space Science and Engineering Center, Wr)7AINFSDIS Advanced Satellite Products Project)

1225 West Dayton Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

ISTRACT

Statistics of cloud characteristics over Worth America have been calculated for the past

two years. The frequency of cloud cover with the associated heights and infrared attenua-
tion were charted using the CO channel radiometric data from the geostationary VISSR

Atmospheric Sounder (VAS). Cl~ud top pressures were determined from the ratio of VAS CO 2

channel radiances in a radiative transfer equation formulation. Cloud errisivities were
then calculated fror infrared window channel observations. CO techniques derived height
and emissivity assignments have been found to be reliable in ail cloud types, including thin
cirrus clouds where other techniques have been inconsistent. Observations since 1985

revealed that 25% to 35% of the United States was covered with thin clouds (radiative
attenuation was less than 95t), 45% was covered with thick opaque clouds, and 201 to 30%

had clear sky conditions. Geographical distribution of cloud cover shows a latitudinal
dependence mainly over the Pacific Ocean. Moderate seasonal and diurnal changes were also
found.

1. INTRODUCTION
,%

The frequency of cirrus clouds usually ha been underestimated in cloud population

studies. Satellite eethods of analyzing cloud cover often mistake cirrus clouds for lower

level cloues or corpletely miss them, because their infrared brightness temperatures are
Warer than the terperature associated with their true altitudes. Thin cirrus are

esp-ocially hard to identify on visible satellite images because they reflect little solar
radiation and appear as dark or broken cloud fields. With the multispectral infrared sensor
on the GOES-VAS satellite, the identification of most cirrus is now possible.

A technique for deriving cloud top altitudes from the VAS infrared sensor was developed

by Menzel (] E3).) It is also appliratle to the polar orbitina Figh-resolution Infrared ,a
Ra'ic'ter S~.~r (h]P!) . Tt, tcchricJ- ttfs advar, tacf of ir.frered charncls w: t partal
Cc, atr-Yitic7, wl,c tt( d ifferer.t c,a!.nr, ls e sensitivE to differcr.t levels iT. the atr.cs-
phire. Thus, clouds appear or. each channel in proportion to their level in the atmosphere.

Low clouds will not appear at all on the hiah level channels, while high clouds appear on
all channels. By modelling the upwelling infrared radiation fror the earth atmosphere

syster in several VAE channels simultaneously, it is possible to infer the cloud tcF height
irde~cnde!,cc .f radiative transmissivity of the cloud. This gives the CO technique the

aility tc distinguish thin cirrus clouds that would normally be missed b other techniques ..

due to the transmissior of terrestrial radiation through the cirrus.

7hs CO technique has been installed on the Man computer Interactive Data Access System .
" (McIDAS) it the University of Wisconsin-Madison. It has been run operationally using the

GOES-VAS inagery starting ir October 19E5. Statistics on cloud cover and especially cirrus

cloud cover are being gathered for the continental United States and its bordering oceans.

This paper describes the techniques and some of the first results of this prograr.

2. TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION

The VAS radiometer detects infrared radiation in 12 spectral bands that lie between 3.9

and 1] micrors at 7 or 14 km resolution in addition to visible reflections at I kr
res-lutior.. The 15 ricron CO 2 band channels provide a good sensitivity to the terperature
of relatively cold regions of the atreosphere. A demonstration of the vertical resclution of 6

the three relevant Co channels is given by the temperature profile weighting functions
showr in Fic. 1. Eac? curve in the figure shows the sensitivity of the radiance observed ir
the rf,-ctral interval of the indicated channel to local variations in atmospheric terpera-

ture. As nay be seer,, only clouds above the 350 rb level will have strona contributions tc
the radiance to space observed by the 14.2 ricron band (VAS channel 3), while the 14.0
micrcn band (VAS channel 4) senses down to 700 rd, and the 13.3 iricron band IVAS channel 5)
senses down near the surface of the earth. ',

To assign a cloud top pressure to a given cloud element, the ratio of the deviations in

cloud produced radiances, 1(v), and the corresponding clear air radiances, I (v), for two
spectral channels of frequency vI and v viewing the same field-of-view is w itten as

1 21
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Table 1. Cloud Statistics for the United States
27* to SION and S59 to 3S09W for October 19$5 through October 1997

Iffective Emissivity

Level Imb) 0.0-0.2 0.2-0.4 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.95 0.95-1.0
100-199 ci 0 ci ci
200-299 2 3 2 2 2
300-399 1 3 3 3 3
400-499 0 1 2 2 2
500-599 0 0 1 1 2
600-699 0 0 0 0 6
700-799 0 00 0 22

SOD-S99 0 0 0 0 27
900-999 0 0 0 0 5

1000 (clear) 30 0 0 0 0

30% Clear 261 Cirrus 44t Cloudy

Cirrus clouds are defined as observations with effective emissivities less than 0.95.

261 of our observations fell into this category. They were found from 200 to 600 mb.

Clouds opaque to infrared radiation with effective emissivities greater than 0.95 (right
column) were found 44t of the time. The remaining observations, 1000 ob (clear sky), were
found 301 of the time. Thus, 70% of the satellite observations over North America for the
p;st two years found clouds.

5. GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE

r%
The geographical distributions of cloudy', cirrus and clear sky conditions frorr October '%

]985 through October 1987 are sum",arized in Figure 3. All reports inside 2' latitude by 2"
longitude boxes were averaged together to produce the cloud statistics. The opaque cloud
cover panel (Figure 3A) shows the probability of finding cloud cover with effective
erissivity 3-0.95. Cloud reports with effective emrissivities 90.95 were called cirrus clouds h

(probatilities are shown in Figure 3R). The probability of clear sky conditions (no

detectable cloud) are shown in Figure 3C. Opaque cloud cover shows large qeographical
changes between the desert states of Arizona and New Mexico and the rest of the country.
The clear sky probabilities reinforce the descriptor "sun belt' associated with the
southern states of the U.S. Transmissive cirrus clouds were found in all locations, more
frequently in the northwestern mountain states (Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming) and less
frequently over the subtropical Pacific Ocepn.

December, January and February observations were averaged for one winter. June, July and
Auguct observations were averaged for two surrers. The results are shown in Table 2.

Fewer clouds were found ir the suomer than in the winter. Opaque clouds comprised 50% ir

the winter and dropped to 43% in the summer. Non-opaque cirrus were found 31% of the time

in the winter while they were found only 261 of the time in the sumer. Clear sky

observations increased fror 19* in the winter to 31% in the sur.rer.

Table 2. Winter to Sumnmer Seasonal Changes in Mean Cloud Cover
for 27"-510N, 55"-150w'

Winter Summner
Cirrus clouds 31 9 26 % %
Opaque clouds 50 1 43 I
Clear skies 19 1 31 t

Th- mean height of non-opaque cirrus observations also changed between the winter and
summer seasons. The mean height of all non-opaque cirrus observations is shown in Figure

4A. The cirrus cloud tops appear to be lowest in the Rocky Mountains where an average
height of 400 mb was found (this could change if topography were taken into account in the

algcorithm ). Higher cirrus cloud top averages were found east of the Rockies (34C rl) and
over the oceans (320 m)

These height averages were lower in the winter than in the surf-er. Generally, 5C tc 10C

tb change occurred in the average height over most of the continental United States (see

Figure 4B). The largest changes were in the Ohio Valley and the smallest changes were in
the Pacific northwestern states.

7. DIUPNAL CHANGES

Moderate diurnal changes were found in the cloud data from the past two years (see Table

3). Opaque cloud cover over the study area changed from a maximum of 45% at 18:00 GPIT to a

. minimum of 37% at 06:00 GMT. Non-opaque cirrus had smaller changes on the average. They e%

% % N.N"
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Lidar Observations of Cirrus Cloud Parameters

Edwin W. Eloranta and Christian J. Grund p

University of Wisconsin. Department of Meteorology
1225 W. Dayton St., Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Abstract

Cirrus cloud observations obtained with the University of Wisconsin High Spectral
Resolution Lidar and High Performance Nd Yag lidar are presented. These include accurate D%
determination of the optical depths, backscatter phase functions, three-dimensional spatial
structure and internal wind fields.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cirrus clouds exert an important influence on the earth's radiatior balance by

reflecting incoming solar radiation and trapping outgoing terrestrial radiation. Crystal
fallout from these clouds can seed underlying supercooled water clouds producing
precipitation. The influence of these clouds can profoundly effect a wide range of remote
sensors which attempt to look either up through the cloud at objects above the atmosphere,
or down from space at objects below the clouds. Scattering and absorption in the cloud
attenuates radiation from the target. Thermal radiation from the cloud and scattering of
ambient radiation provides increased background noise. Image contrast and the divergence
of transmitted optical beams can be adversely affected by the multiple scattering effects
of intervening cirrus clouds. Despite the importance of cirrus cloud effects they are our
least studied and most poorly understood common cloud form. Many basic questions remain " -
unanswered: we have only rudimentary forecast capabilities, we suspect that subvisible
clouds which may have important optical effects occur frequently, we know little about
cloud geometry, less about statistics of cloud free lines of sight and very little about
the optical properties of these clouds.

The difficulty of making mea-,re.-nts at cirrus altitudes has hampered
observations. Recent improvements in both active and passive remote sensors along with a
growing realization of the importance of these clouds has sparked new interest in this

research topic. This paper presents the preliminary results of one type of observation.

2. LIDAR EQUIPVENT

The University of Wisconsin opera tes twc lidar systers with unique capabilities;
one which can make unambiguous remote m-asurements of optical extinction and backscatter
cross sections, and a second system which can acquire high spatial resolution, three- W.

dimensional pictures of atmosphere structure. a,

The High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) uses the Doppler broadening of signals
scattered fror air molecules to distinguish molecular scattering from aerosol scattering.
Since the molecular backscatter cross section can be calculated from an atmospheric density
profile, the molecular corponent of the lidar return can be used as a calibration target
which is available everywhere in the scanned volur-e. Backscatter measured from this known-

target then allows direct calculation of the optical extinction and the backscatter cross
section. While the HSRL was designed primarily for the characterization of boundary layer

aerosol scattering, we have adapted the system to the demanding task of cirrus
measurements.

The mrlecular scattering compnnr,:t of lidar return, which provides the HSFL

calibration, becomes difficult to measure inside the cirrus cloud. This occurs because
cirrus clouds have typical altitudE of up to 15 km producing four deleterious effects:
1) the signal is reduced by the additional range to the target, 2) the reduction in air
density decreases the molecular scattering cross section, 3) the lower temperature reduces

*. the spectral width of the Doppler-broadened molecular scattering making it more difficult
to separate from the unbroadened aerosol component, and 4) the backscatter cross section
of the cloud is typically very much larger than the molecular cross section, thus requiring
very accurate inversion of the lidar signals to separate the molecular scattering from the
cloud scattering.

The UW Nd:Yag lidar has been designed to rapidly scan large atmospheric volumes in

order to provide three-dimenslonal maps of aerosol structure. This lidar has a large aper-

- 'e
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ture (O.5m), rapid angular scanning capability (25 deg/sec), high average power (25 Watts),
fast pulse repetition rate (30 Hz) and capability to store large quantities of data on a
2.6 gigabyte capacity write once optical disk system. These characteristics allow
observation of cirrus cloud geometries with unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution.

3. OBSERVATION PROGRAM

The HSRL was operated for a total 124 hours during the FIRE field experiment during
the period of October 15 to November 2, 1986, with periodic operations adding another 65
hours in the period between the experiment and Dec. 1, 1987. During all of these

observations the HSRL was operated from a site on the campus of the University of Wisconsin
*, in Madison, Wisconsin.

The Nd Yag lidar was operated as a part of the NASA FIFE experiment from a site
just south of Manhattan, Kansas during the period from June 30 to July 9. 1987. Fror
September 23 to November 6, 197 this lidar was operated from a field site approximately 30
miles south of Madison, Wisconsin. During of these measurement campaigns the lidar was
used for both the observation of cirrus clouds and the atmospheric boundary layer. In this
paper we report on the cirrus cloud measurements.

4. MEASURED OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The HSRL has been used to measure optical depths, mean backscatter phase functions
and backscatter cross section profiles in cirrus clouds. Results of these measurements
will be presented in this paper. Figure 1 provides a typical example of the backscatter
cross section profile measured in an optically thin cirrus cloud. Table I summarizes %
o~tical characteristics thus far established for cirrus clouds observed as part of the FIRE
experiment.

Xi0-5 Backscatter X-Sectjon M-'SP"I 16:2S GiT 10/31/B

0. 00

0 2 4 8 1 12 14
' IAl tude (K } "

Fig. I Autumn "wart- sector" cirrus backcratter cross section profile. The two layer
structure is often observed in this type of formation.

Table 1: HSFL Measured Cirrus Cloud Optical Properties

Date Time Altitude Optical a( ),4- T
GM7 km Thickness Sr -1  C"

10/27/86 23:00 8.0 .03 * .006 .028 -32.f
10/31/86 14:25 10.5 .11 + .037 .030 -59.0
10/31/86 15:05 10.2 .09 + .034 .032 -51.5
10,'31,'86 15:4! 9.1 .12 + .049 .024 -41.5
10/31/86 16:25 8.6 .07 + .032 .039 -38.0
10/31/86 16:25 12.1 .02 + .012 .023 -66.5
10/31/86 17:05 8.8 .05 + .019 .034 -39.3
10/31/86 17:05 12.1 .01 + .007 .045 -66.5

. -* . .. ' '. .. . . . . . . . . . . . - .% C C



Observations of Cirrus backscatter phase functions made by Platt and DIlley show
a marked dependence on cloud temperature. Our HSRL derived backscatter phase functions
made over Madison, Wisconsin have thus far provided no evidence to support a cloud
temperature dependence (see fig. 2).

Backscatter Phase Function vs. Temperature
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Fig. 2. The relationship of la(f)/ 4 7 to temperature as reported by Platt & Dilley is
compared with the independent HSRL measurements acquired during FIRE. A clear
cut relationship between backscatter phase function and temperature is not
apparent in the latter data set. Mie calculations show that an ensemble of
] quid water spheres w th an avcrage size para-eters of 50C could be expected to

exh tit a backscatter phase fu:,ct o:, c , .>72 S - l 2

In our presentaticn, we will show examples of zenith angle specular backscatter from
oriented ice crystals observed with the Nd:Yag system. In some cases the cone of enhanced
backscatter exhibits I/e full widths on the order of I degree, Indicating crystals with
large, horizoitally-oriented flat faces. The presence of these sporadic, localized regions
of specular reflection indicates the heterogeneous nature of ice crystal scattering
properties within the cloud.

5. STRUCTURE OF CIRRUS CLOUDS

Preliminary exarination of data acquired with the new UW Nd:Yag lidar has revealed
organized cirrus cloud structure on scales ranging from our minimum resolution of 10 meters
to the largest scales thus far observed of 50 km.

Casual eyeball' observations reveal that cirrus clouds frequently have complex
three dimensional shapes. With conventional instruments It Is difficult to map this
structure. Even with a high repetition rate lidar, it is difficult to scan a sufficiently
large volume ir a short enough time to produce 3-D images which incorporate the large range
of spatial scales represented by the clouds. The time available to generate an Image is
limited by the rapid motion and temporal evolution of the clouds.

Using the new 1, NA YaU lidar w#- have begun studies of the 3-dimensional structure
of cirrus clouds. In orne type of observation, the lidar scans two orthogonal planes which
cross at the zenith. One plane in approximately aligned with the mean motion of the cirrus

and the other is perpendicular to the motion. This scan pattern allows construction of
three dimenslona] pictures of cirrus clouds, the high repetition rate of this lidar allows
a pair of scan Flares to be corpleted in 30 seconds, with each plane showing a segrent 8 kr.
long at the cloud altitude. Height resolution of 15 meters is coupled with horizontal
resolutions on the order of 20 meters. To observe larger spatial scales, a 60 km long
section of cloud can be scanned in appro:ximately 30 seconds, with only minor degradation In
resolution. Space-time correlations can be used to provide the vertical profiles of the
horizontal wind in the clouds as well as to Investigate the scale sizes of the cloud
structure. In the simplest 3-D display mode the two intersecting scan planes can be
combined In perspective views and successive image pairs displayed to provide a time lapse
movie of the cirrus structures. A display of this type will be included in our
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presentation. At our laboratory we have also combined these Images into true 3-D displays
using cross polarized images for left and right eyes coupled with eyeglass filters.
Additional 3-D depictions are planned using the cross-wind pictures and the measured wind
speed to build 3-D volume filling Images.

Observations of the cirrus clouds with our Nd;Yag lidar show considerable
variability in the spatial structure of the clouds. Since this lidar is new, beginning
operations in June of 1987. our data sample is rather small; it appears, however, that the "

cirrus clouds resulting from cumulonimbus formations tend to be different from clouds
formed as a result of other processes. Many of the 'anvil cirrus' clouds are strongly
layered with thin stable layers Interspaced with thin apparently turbulent layers. The air
mass cirrus developments observed during the Wisconsin fall often have much greater
vertical extent with individual vertically developed structures embedded in the layer.
These clouds often have thicknesses of several kilometers. These differences may be due to
the fact that the vertical growth of cumulonimbus clouds is only halted by very stable air
above the tropopause. The cirrus clouds are thus injected into a very stable regime often
characterized by large wind shear; this stability coupled with the shear then produces the
Interspaced turbulent and stable layers. lt seems likely that the air mass cirrus are
produced in layers which are convectively unstable thus producing the greater vertical
development.
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